RULES

DANCE COMPETITION

- Any no. of teams from each college, but there shouldn’t be any common members
- Maximum 25 members plus 3 non dancing members for music, light, and narration if need
- Time limit- 10 minutes (including narration, setup, exit, etc.)
- Unruly behaviour may lead to disqualification
- Vulgarity in any form prohibited
- Use of water, fire or any other inflammable materials prohibited
- Organizers reserve right to cancel any events or price
- Props and stage settings allowed (Props-sticks, swords, etc. which are carried by participants; chairs, tables, backdrops placed on the stage are under stage settings)
- Rules are subjected to change
- Judges decision will be final and binding and are not open to review
- Registration fee:

FASHION SHOW

- FASHIONISTA is open to college students only
- There can be more than one team form respective college
- Vulgarity of any kind would lead to disqualification of team
- The decision of organizers would be final regarding same
- Team size – max 17 members (models & designers, minimum 7 members)
- Stage time – 10 plus 4 minutes- each team is responsible for clearing stage after their performance is over
- Teams can have their own themes. But use of water, fire, pets, animals skin, or any hazardous materials are not allowed
- There must be no branding on clothes
- Decision of judges would be final
RULES for BAND COMPETITION

1) Team must check in no later than 15 minutes prior to the competition

2) One entry is defined as a band of maximum ten participants.

3) No player may belong to more than one band

4) Bands can perform in any language. Genre no barrier

5) Each band will be provided with twenty minutes on-stage inclusive of setup time. Exceeding the time limit will lead to disqualification

6) Drums will be provided, if needed

7) No obscenity on the stage will be tolerated.

8) The judges' decisions will be final and binding